Shop Assistant Intern Paris M/F
Why Coton Doux?
Parisian brand since 20 years, Coton Doux affirmed itself as the leading brand in original exclusive design
shirts for men/ women and kids.
Innovant and audacious, the brand continues to offer many products and expand its network in France
and the world through its customers and new implantation projects.
As fashion and art are deeply linked, Coton Doux supports contemporary art in all its forms: partnerships,
sponsorships...

And what about you?
Zoom in on Coton Doux experience! Let’s ask
Lucas, currently working as shop assistant intern.

So, do you want to join our team and colorful
universe?

“As an intern at Coton Doux, I am in charge
of welcoming our French and international
customers to offer our collection, as well as
developing and maintaining our customer
loyalty. I am also responsible for the day-to-day
upkeep of our stores: visual merchandising,
inventory management, restocking.”
There is no typical day, every day is different
and unique. I have the opportunity to have
many responsibilities while being accompanied
by a multicultural team which is attentive to my
progress. I have the opportunity to discover
different departments and evolve internally:
develop customer files, contribute to E-business
missions, translation, ect. This experience is a path
towards professional and personal fulfillment.”

Let’s interview our recruiting manager Xavier to
learn about a perfect candidate.
“I am looking for all kinds of profiles of students
who want to have a versatile experience in the
field of sales. We seek for all talents ... I want
to have students who can express themselves
in French or in others languages to
 easily
communicate with our customers who come from
different parts of the world. Finally, the qualities
necessary to succeed in Coton Doux experience
are dynamism, versatility, interpersonal skills,
proactivity and finally being able to propose new
ideas.
Being fashion-savvy is not an obligation but an
asset.”

KEEP IN TOUCH!
Reference VENTECD-2019
Send us your application with your CV by email via:
cotondoux.recrutement@gmail.com
Internship with a learning agreement: full-time
internship or part-time internship
Dates to be defined
Internship bonus: 577.50 euros monthly with
possibility of evolution.

